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INTRODUCTION
Outsider Art is the first collection in the Comic Book Poems project. 10 
different Comic Book Poems in 10 different styles from a visual and writ-
ten perspective. The main concept behind Comic Book Poems is to make 
the reader think. Comic Book Poems look to experiment in visual sto-
rytelling and the poetry of the arts. In the case of the first Comic Book 
Poem we have Mother Silk. Here we see a narrative unveiled through 
the illustrations and the text tells a dark tale. However when the text 
and visuals are seen together they take the form of a Comic Book Poem, 
where experimentation is at the heart.
 
The other 9 Comic Book Poems in this collection carry on this theme, 
challenging the reader to think and look at comic books and poetry in a 
new and exciting way.
Releasing the Comic Book Poems online seemed like a great way to 
present this experiment, however having a collection of 10 allows us to 
look at and contrast the different Comic Book Poems. As a reader you 
can download the collection and print it off, read it on your computer 
or your tablet. We have called this collection a Zine as it takes the D.I.Y 
spirit of Zine culture, all be it in a digital format.
 
The title also refers to the experiential and D.I.Y nature of Comic Book 
Poems. Outsider Art lives in the fringes of the art world and we believe 
that the Comic Book Poems in this collection are in the fringes of the po-
etry world and also the comic book world.
Please read on and experience Outside Art Series 1 of the Comic Book 
Poems project.
 
Thanks,
Steven 
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